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          COME JOIN US IN THIS JOURNEY

          Adding More People Everyday!
Download Whitepaper

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
           
      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR PHONE, YOU CAN TAKE PART IN THE NEWEST WORLD ECONOMY

          PitisCoin™ is creating an online community for the rich and famous to facilitate the use of cryptocurrencies in their lives. We believe that wealthy people are those who will clearly show that cryptocurrencies are no longer limited to tech people. They will make PitisCoin™ and other coins trendy and profitable.

	  The digital currency landscape has been continuously evolving, with many participants eyeing the USDC to ETH exchange as a crucial gateway in the crypto ecosystem. USDC, a stablecoin pegged to the US Dollar, offers a bridge between traditional and decentralized finance, while ETH represents the backbone of the Ethereum network. Engaging in a USDC to ETH exchange showcases the blend of stability and innovation inherent in the current cryptocurrency market.

          PitisCoin™ will be used inside the Kodinar Berhad to spend or purchase anything in the world. They will also be able to pay each other for favors, and collect funds for philanthropic projects.

          The success of this new coin greatly depends on thoughtful emission and distribution strategy. PitisCoin™ is designed for long lasting demand and growth. One billion PitisCoin™ will be emitted to avoid unnecessary scarcity. It is more convenient for the exchange rate to be single digit rather than a few thousands, like Bitcoin's.

          PitisCoin™ community and built-in Kodinar Blockchain wallet will be accessible via its website and mobile apps.

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          ROADMAP

          We are offering a new cryptocurrency in the market with an ambitious and wide-ranging blockchain project. The roadmap for the launch of Pitis is as below:

          [image: ]

          To buy Pitis, we will accept payment in Bitcoin, Ether and Ripple. We are offering an initial rate of USD 0.07 for every Pitis in the first wave, which will be increased to USD 0.09 in the second wave

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          ICO

          Pitis coin will be released for purchase in two waves, the first on the 01.09.2017 and the second on 16.09.2017.

          1 billion pitis will be issued for both waves. The schedule of price is as follows:

          Week 1 1 PITIS = USD 0.07

          Week 2 1 PITIS = USD 0.09

          When the ICO is complete, the initial recommended price for Pitis trading is 1 Pitis = USD 0.25.

          The amount collected during the pre-sale and token launch will be distributed as follows:

          [image: ]

          The initial costs for setting-up a mining farm in Malaysia is approximately USD 120,000 including purchase of mining rigs and other technical equipments, technical hire for installation and maintenance, deposit on electricity and other miscellaneous costs.

          As a move to support non-profit organisations that are making the world a better place to live in, parts of the ICO will go towards supporting a development project to build and operate an autism therapy centre in partnership with PasarWafa™ and Waqfeya Project.

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          The Advisors

          The Authors, Advisors, Engineers and Technicals of PitisCoin developed and launched the PitisCoin protocol; this includes all of the authors of the PitisCoin protocol, most of the creators of the PitisCoin protocol
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              Hj. Mohd Razaimie Hj Abd Rahim

              Chairman of Kodinar Berhad
More info
              
                
                  
                    Hj. Mohd Razaimie Hj Abd Rahim

                    Chairman of Kodinar Berhad

                    
                      He is a former Public Administrative Officer (PTD) in Government Sector for more than 10years experience where his last position is at Prime Minister's Department. After leaving the Government Service in 2016, he is now actively pioneering blockchain technology in Malaysia through Kodinar Berhad as Chairman and also as CEO at Blockchain Developer Sdn Bhd and Blockchain Holdings Sdn Bhd. Currently Hj. Mohd Razaimie is also active as a qualify speakers & trainer for blockchain technology. He is also a Deputy President in Crypto Republic Association, an NGO known to spread awareness to public & Government sector in blockchain technology. He has been certified Blockchain 101 from Blockchain Academy which is based in Singapore.
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              Abdul Halimi Taifor

              BOD of Kodinar Berhad
More info
              
                
                  
                    Abdul Halimi Taifor

                    BOD of Kodinar Berhad

                    
                      An Economist by proffesion involved in major mid-term and long term economic and development planning for Malaysia and was a member of Modelling Team for Malaysia Economic Transformation Plan (ETP). He has more than 10 years experiences in Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister's Department of Malaysia, an expert in Econometrics and Macroeconomics. He is also a successfull businessman which involved in e-commerce biz and now merging in disruptive technologies. He has been certified with Blockchain 101 certificate by Blockchain Academy which is based in Singapore.
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              Dato' Mohd Hazlin Mohd Mustazar

              President of Crypto Republic Association
More info
              
                
                  
                    Dato' Mohd Hazlin Mohd Mustazar

                    President of Crypto Republic Association

                    
                      He is the President of Crypto Republic Association in Malaysia, an NGO which it's main role is spreading knowledge and information on cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology in Malaysia through it's awareness campaign. He has more than 15 years Experienced in ICT and telecommunication business as well as consultant and training industries. He is a certified trainer on Blockchain 101 from Blockchain Academy and actively giving speeches and awareness on blockchain technology to various industries and Government sectors in Malaysia. At the same time he is a Managing Director for CryptoZone Sdn Bhd and Directors of few other companies that related with start-up and fintech innovation in Malaysia.
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              Dan Flamanzeanu

              CEO, CryptoStreet
More info
              
                
                  
                    Dan Flamanzeanu

                    CEO, CryptoStreet

                    
                      He has a vast experienced with a demonstrated history of working in telecommunications industry. Skilled in Negotiation, Business Planning, Sales Management, Mobile Applications, and Market Research. A strong entrepreneurship and professionalise with a Master’s Degree focused in Marketing and Business Communication from Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest. He is a co-founder of Crypto Street which is an expert in Initial Coin Offering (ICO) consultancy and amongst the biggest crypto's investors around the globe. Crypto Street is famously known to give guidance to individual's and people's on 'which' is the BEST ICO to invest!
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              Alham Jazam

              Professional Networker
More info
              
                
                  
                    Alham Jazam

                    Professional Networker

                    
                      He have served 16 years of experiences in Banking sectors in Malaysia and Singapore based bank mainly in Treasury Department related to FOREX, Bonds, Capital Market Analysis and Risk Management. His job scopes was to head a team to explore new market and product development accross ASEAN region and responsible to maintain professional relationship with counterparties. Currently as Professional networkers, a cryptocurrency analyst and a trainer in crypto currency trading and management and a blockchain expert.
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              Nik Massidee Nik Harun

              Secretary of Kodinar Berhad
More info
              
                
                  
                    Nik Massidee Nik Harun

                    Secretary of Kodinar Berhad

                    
                      He is a former Public Administrative Officer (PTD) in Government Sector for more than 10 years experiences where his last position is at Secretary General Office, Ministry of Agriculture. After leaving the Government Service in 2016, he join a Multi National Company (MNC) as Director of Operations in Yeoh Tiong Lay (YTL) Corporation. Soon after, he join Kodinar Berhad, a cooperative that is majoring in Blockchain Technology and become one of the prominent and active speakers in Crypto Republic Association, an NGO known to spread awareness to public and Government sectors on Blockchain Technology & Cryptocurrencies.
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              Mr Khoo Sh

              CEO, JMA LLC (USA)
More info
              
                
                  
                    Mr Khoo Sh

                    CEO, JMA LLC (USA)

                    
                      He is best known as a successful Property Developer in Oakland, San Leandro and Milpitas, USA. An active investor in Fintech and blockchain technology and involved in severals potential Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in North America such as crowdfunding a based property development (IBREA) in a fast growing east and south Bay regions with massive expansion by technologies companies such as Apple, Google, Tesla and Salesforce providing growth for housing needs. He also actively exploring opportunities with new EU Psd2 rules and US-OCC upcoming Fintech banking charter license. He has his own team of blockchain developer and currently working on Crypto Exchange Trading Platform research and development.
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              Mohd Khairul Fahmi Uzip@Othman

              BOD of Kodinar Berhad
More info
              
                
                  
                    Mohd Khairul Fahmi Uzip@Othman

                    BOD of Kodinar Berhad

                    
                      He is currently working as a Treasurer in Crypto Republic Association, an NGO known to spread awareness about Blockchain Technology for Public & Government Sectors. He is also currently a Director at Crypto Zone Sdn Bhd. He is also a manager of Pasar Wafa, an NGO that is helping the poor and unfortunate peoples through its CSR programs. He is also a Board of Directors in Kodinar Berhad, a cooperative that is majoring in Blockchain Technology & Cryptocurrencies. Formerly worked as Manager for a Technology Telecommunication Company called Time Brilliant Corp. He is currently active in giving speeches at eastern peninsular Malaysia by helping people's to understand blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies investment in a correct and safe environment.
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              Aswani Suhaimi

              Electrical Engineer
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              Zulfikar Md Noor

              Creative Director
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              Haekal Othman

              Project Manager
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              Phizy Baharudin

              Web Developer
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                NAMA : A. AZLIN ASMAH & CO

                ALAMAT : B-7-10, WIDURI IMPIAN CONDOMINIUM, NO. 1, JALAN 1/125G, DESA PETALING, 57100 KUALA LUMPUR

                TEL/FAX : 03 - 9054 1514
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